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Brian Saeki
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Chair Solis and Members of the Metro Board
Board Administration
1 Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-3-1
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Via email: BoardCIerkcmetro. net

Re: Eastside Transit Corridor — Phase 2: Draft Environmental Impact
Report

Dear Chair Solis and Members of the Metro Board of Directors:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) for the Eastside Extension (Phase 2) of the L Line.
The City of Whittier, as a future terminus station for the extended L Line
continues to be supportive of light rail transit expansion throughout the
Gateway Cities. We are nearing completion on a County-funded First-Last
Mile study of the LamberUWashington Station, we have participated in an
economic impacts analysis study through the Washington Boulevard
Coalition, and the City adopted a new General Plan that encourages transit-
oriented development around the station.

While the City continues to advocate for the full nine-mile extension of the
project, we also look forward to working closely with Metro staff to ensure
appropriate security on the train and in the station, as well as for sensitive
planning for parking at the terminus station. The DEIR notes that the initial
scoping period noted traffic, parking, safety, and security are all
controversial aspects of the project, and the comments during the public
review of the DIER continue to point out these concerns. Whittier looks
forward to continued discussions with Metro staff to ensure adequate
planning for security and safety, both in and around the station, and for
passengers on the train as it travels to and from Whittier. With regard to the
DEIR, Whittier has the following specific comments:

Section 3.11 notes a finding of “no impact” of construction noise at
the Lambert station, while west of Lambert is generally
commercial/industrial, there are sensitive receptors, in the form of
single and multifamily homes, just east of Lambert for whom
mitigations should be evaluated both during construction and once
the train is in operation. Section 3.11.2.4 states that Metro is not
required to conduct activities consistent with the City’s noise
ordinance; is there a process or arbitration that can be initiated if
there is a disagreement about construction noise?

Joe Vinatieri
Mayor
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in Section 3.11.16 there is a discussion of using FTA criteria noise levels; Whittier
would ask that Metro study/research the level of noise caused by the 30 train passes
anticipated between 8pm and 4:30am, perhaps using data from the Pasadena and/or
Crenshaw/LAX lines; similarly in Section 3.11.17 there is a discussion of the noise
from warning devices for at-grade crossings; it should be noted that this is an
ongoing impact for any nearby residential uses.

Section 3.14, Transportation and Traffic, discusses construction impacts of the
project but neglects to mention the Whittier Police Department, which serves both the
City of Whittier and the City of Santa Fe Springs, in its contemplation of future
coordination with public safety agencies.

The references to “Fred C. Nelles Youth Correctional Facility” should refer to “The
Groves Whittier”, a 750 dwelling unit and 140,000 square foot commercial
redevelopment site under the Lincoln Specific Plan.”

The Whittier Boulevard Specific Plan will shortly be dissolved and replaced with
Mixed Use 1, 2, and 3 zones as well as Innovation, Medical, Commercial with
Housing Overlay, and R-5 zones, as noted in the City of Whittier Envision General
Plan adopted in October2021.

In the future design phase, it should be noted that the at-grade tracks in Whittier must
be designed not only to ensure pedestrian and traffic safety, but also to avoid any
potential for unauthorized access to track and station areas, which poses a security
and safety risk as well as adverse impacts to health and cleanliness. The Whittier
Municipal Code expressly prohibits the use of chain-link fencing and wire/mesh
fencing with similar appearance; our Community Development staff look forward to
working with Metro to ensure fencing and exterior treatments for the track and the
station are in keeping with the Municipal Code requirements.

The DEIR notes various station amenities per Metro’s Systemwide Station Design
Standards Policy, and that details for station area planning will be evaluated and
determined at a later phase. Nevertheless, Figure 2.13, the conceptual site plan for
the Lambert Station lacks acknowledgement of critical infrastructure such as the
extensive parking and drop off/pick up (“kiss and ride”) areas necessary for the
station. The City of Whittier must emphasize that adequate parking infrastructure as
well as security and safety policies and operational plans are critical to the success of
the L Line. It is crucial that station design sensitively consider drop-off and pick-up
locations such that the “Ubers” and “Lyfts” of today, and future service innovations,
do not disrupt traffic and parking neat or within the station footprint. Moreover, the
park-and-ride facilities contemplated for the terminus station must be designed to
avoid disruption of existing commercial and healthcare businesses both in their siting
and in the design to avoid overflow into already-impacted parking facilities in the
immediate vicinity of the future Lambert Station. Adequate parking facilities, including
parking structures as well as discussion of paid and secured parking, will be essential
to ensure that the influx of future L Line riders do not adversely impact the
corn mu n ity.
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As a terminus station which, in reverse, is the embarking station for commuters
travelling from the eastern end of Los Angeles County, Orange County, and beyond,
the City also strongly advocates for additional consideration from Metro with regard to
a unique architectural style that is safe, secure, convenient, accessible, and
appropriate for our community, in addition to the mitigations for the parking, arrival,
departure, and general traffic impacts noted in the above comment. Moreover,
Whittier advocates for orientation of the tail track to ensure that a future connection
through Orange County can be constructed with minimal additional disruption to the
surrounding community.

The DEIR document depicts the Lambert Station and tail tracks on land that is now
commercial business. Whittier respectfully requests displaced businesses be
relocated to other locations within the City of Whittier, in similar proximity to PIH
Health Hospital. Moreover, there will likely be substantial impact to a large nearby
business, the Home Depot, during the construction process; we would likewise
request assistance to make that business whole during construction.

The City is looking forward to continuing to participate in the L Line extension planning
process and is appreciative of the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft
Environmental Impact Report.

City of Whittier

‘our consideration,

CC: Washington Boulevard Coalition
Whittier City Council
Supervisor Janice Hahn, Metro Director
Council Member Fernando Dutra, Metro Director
Stephanie N. Wiggins, CEO

Thank

Bri
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Honorable  Janice  Hahn
Los Angeles  County  Supervisor,  4th District
Los Angeles  County  Metro  Board  Member
500 W. Temple  Street,  Room 358
Los Angeles,  CA 90012

Office  of  the  City  Manager
8650 California  Avenue, South Gate, CA 90280

P: (323) 563-9503 F: (323) 569-2678

www.cityofsouthgate.org

SUBJECT: Letter  of Opposition  to the Los Angeles  County/Los  Angeles  Metro-proposed
Land Banking  Pilot  Program

Dear  Honorable  Supervisor/Director  Hahn:

As an advocate  for  the Gateway  Cities  priority  light  rail projects,  the Eastside  Extension  of

the L Line (former  Gold Line)  and the West  Santa  Ana  Branch  (WSAB)  project,  the  City

of  South  Gate  is extremely  concerned  about  the inclusion  of the Metro's  WSAB project
as part  of the Land Banking  Pilot  Program  ("Land  Banking  Program").  The  joint  proposal

from  the Los Angeles  County  Board  of Supervisors  and the Los Angeles  County  Metro  Board

(County/Metro)  would  allow  for  the acquisition  and retention  of property  within  corridor
cities  to facilitate  the construction  of housing.  While  the discussion  has centered  around  a

pilot  program,  Metro  Board Deputies  have  indicated  the intent  is to expand  the program

across  all future  light  rail projects  without  respect  to existing  municipal  zoning  or adopted
Housing  Elements.  Therefore,  South  Gate is opposed  to this  Land Banking  Program  explicitly
because  the program  threatens  land use control  and decision  making  of local municipalities.

To successfully  transform  under-developed  and/or  under-performing  property  to its highest
and best use around  station  locations,  corridor  cities  must  be able  to retain  local land use

control.  Preserving  local land use control  empowers  city  officials  to guide  the creation  of

station  area plans  that  are specifically  designed  to meet  the unique  needs  of the community
and residents  they  were  elected  to serve.  Accordingly,  mixed-use  developments  comprised

of retail-commercial,  office,  hotel  and residential  uses will emerge  around  station  areas  that
are reflective  of the character  and rich culture  found  in each community.  Additionally,  the

conversion  of existing  land uses to modern-day  transit-oriented  developments  (TOD)  will

help to generate  the long-term  revenue  required  to offset  the  cost  of infrastructure
improvements  and the ongoing  provision  of municipal  services  and programs  to support  the

influx  of new residents.  For these  reasons,  the reuse  of existing  property  along  the WSAB

corridor,  and future  light  rail corridors,  as well  as around  station  locations,  must  be

controlled by local municipalities and completed  in accordance  with  existing  land use/zoning
regulations  guided  by city-approved  station  area  plans.

South  Gate has long supported  regional  transportation  projects  and has worked  in good

faith  with Metro  over  the years  to continue  to advance  the Gateway  Cities  light  rail projects.



However,  Metro  Board's  recent  decision  to partner  with  the  County  to pursue  and/or  explore
the  potential  for  land banking  opportunities  along  the  light  rail corridors  without  first
consulting  the  affected  corridor  cities,  threatens  South  Gate's  trust  in the  County  and in the
Metro  transit  development  process.  This  was underscored  by statements  made  by a Metro
Board  Deputy  that  asserted  the  County  as a sovereign  authority  and not  be subject  to local
zoning  regulations,  This  places  cities  such  as South  Gate,  which  are on the  edge  of the
County  and historically  underserved  by Metro  transit  investments,  with  a terrible  choice
between  abandoning  support  for  future  projects  such  as the L Line extension,  or permitting
all future  reuse,  zoning,  and development  decisions  along  future  corridors  to, effectively,  be
made  by Metro.

Cities  are required  to construct  their  fair  share  of housing  pursuant  to State  housing  law.
Cities  are required  to construct  an allocated  number  of very-low,  low, moderate,  and above-
moderate  income  housing  units  in accordance  with  the  Regional  Housing  Needs  Assessment
(RHNA)  process  and as determined  by the  Southern  California  Association  of Governments
(SCAG).  South  Gate,  like most  Gateway  Cities,  is currently  in the  process  of obtaining
Housing  Element  approval  From the Calirornia  Department  of Housing  and Community
Development  (HCD),  effectively  certifying  plans  for  satisfying  these  housing  requirements.
To further  ensure  that  cities  do their  part  to facilitate  the  development  of housing,  Housing
Elements  are required  to identify  properties  that  are deemed  by cities  to be most  suitable
and realistic  for  reuse  as housing.  Housing  Elements  are also  required  to include  specific
details  about  prospective  residential  development,  including  the  total  number  of units  to be
constructed  on each  subject  property  and their  designate  income  categories.  Lastly,  local
municipalities  are  required  to re-zone  each  subject  property  to accommodate  residential
uses within  a period  of three  (3)  years  thereby  providing  for  by-right  housing  development.

The County/Metro-proposed  Land Banking  Program  will directly  conflict  with  State  Certified
Housing  Elements  and Station  Area  Plans  because  cities  intend  to reuse  property  around
station  locations  for  economic  development  and revenue  generating  purposes  - not  for  the
provision  of high-density,  low-income  housing.  Cities  have  been  led to believe  that  light  rail
projects  would  facilitate  the  development  of new  retail-commercial,  office  and hotel
developments  around  station  areas  and would  support  the  creation  of  jobs  and the
generation  of tax  revenue  to support  infrastructure  improvements  and the  provision  of
essential  municipal  services  and programs.  Instead,  the Land Banking  Program  is designed
to facilitate  the  construction  of high-density  low-income  housing  around  station  areas
regardless  of  a city's  desire  and need  to utilize  these  locations  for  the  development  of new
revenue  generating  uses.  Specifically,  sales  tax,  transient  occupancy  tax  (TOT),  and ground
rent  revenue  generated  by station  area  development  is imperative  to facilitate  the
construction  of housing  in other  more  suitable  areas  of the  city  and to fund  the  provision  of
essential  municipal  services  and programs  for  new residents.

Should  the  County/Metro  elect  to pursue  the  proposed  Land  Banking  Program  despite  the
opposition  expressed  by the  City  of South  Gate  and cities  along  the  WSAB  corridor,  south
Gate respectfully  requested  that  the  following  terms  and conditions  be stipulated  in the
WSAB Master  Cooperation  Agreement  and future  light  rail corridor  Master  Agreements,  as
well  as the Land Banking  Program's  guidelines:

County/Metro  proposed  Land Banking  Program  shall  only  be employed  within  the
unincorporated  areas  of Los Angeles  County  and shall  exclude  all areas  located  within
the  jurisdictional  boundaries  and sphere  of influence  of incorporated  local
municipalities.



Any properties  acquired by either  the County/Metro  for  the purpose  of facilitating  the
construction  of the  WSAB  project  shall  be subject  to the  following:

o Transfer  of  County/Metro-owned  Properties  to Corridor  Cities  - properties
purchased  to facilitate  the  construction  of the  WSAB  project,  L Line extension,

or future  transit  projects,  by the  County/Metro  shall  be transferred  free  of
charge  to the  municipality  within  which  the  subject  property  is located  for  use
in promoting  local  economic  development;  or

Corridor  cities  should  be entitled  to receive  their  fair  share  of Measure  M
funding  for  facilitating  local  economic  development  in association  with  the
WSAB  project  because  said  funding  is derived  from  sales  tax  revenue  of which
a portion  is generated  directly  by corridor  cities.  As proposed,  property

purchased  by the  County/Metro  with  Measure  M funding  should  be transferred
to corridor  cities  for  economic  development  and revenue  generating  purposes
to help  offset  the expenses  incurred  by corridor  cities  associated  with
infrastructure  improvements,  mitigating  adverse  impacts  and funding  3"1/o of a

light  rail project's  cost.

To effectively  reduce  the  long-term  impacts  of  the  WSAB  project,  the L Line
extension,  and future  transit  projects,  such  as traffic,  parking,  and safety,
corridor  cities  must  be able  to generate  ongoing  revenue  to fund  the
implementation  of mitigation  measures.  This  can be accomplished  by

converting  existing under-developed  and/or  under-performing  property  to
new  tax  revenue  generating  retail-commercial  and hotel  uses.  The revenue

generated  from  sales  tax  and transient  occupancy  tax  (TOT)  will be necessary

for  corridor  cities  to afford  the  implementation  of mitigation  measures,  pay

for  costly  infrastructure  improvements,  and fund  the  Measure  M required  3'/o

contribution  from  corridor  cities.

In addition  to generating  tax  revenue,  transferring  ownership  of

County/Metro-owned  properties  to corridor  cities  would  provide  for  the
generation  of ground  rent  revenue.  Leasing  city-owned  property  to private
developers  for  reuse  as tax  revenue  generating  uses  in accordance  with
station  area  plans  would  significantly  increase  the  revenue  generated  by
corridor  cities.  In the  end,  the  revenue  produced  by sales  tax,  TOT, and

ground  rent  combined  would  support  the  production  of housing  pursuant  to
State  Certified  Housing  Elements  and help  corridor  cities  fund  the provision  of
municipal  services  and programs  for  new  residents.

o First  Riqht  of  Refusal  Granted  to Corridor  Cities  - first  right  of refusal  to

purchase any  property  acquired  by the  County/Metro  for  the  construction  of
the  WSAB  project,  the L Line extension  and future  transit  projects,  shall  be
granted  to the  municipality  within  which  the  subject  property  is located;  and

o County/Metro-Owned  Properties  Neither  Granted  to Corridor  Cities  nor

Purchased  by Corridor  Cities - any  County/Metro-owned  properties  that  are
neither  granted  to corridor  cities,  nor  purchased  by corridor  cities  under  the
right  of first  refusal,  shall  be developed  in collaboration  with  the municipality
within  which  the  subject  property  is located  and in accordance  with  existing
zoning  and land use regulations,  development  standards,  and station  area
plans.



The  motion  approved  by the  Metro  Board  of Directors  calls  for  Metro  staff  to report  back  on

all the  motion's  directives  in October  2022.  Accordingly,  the  city  requests  that  this  letter  of

opposition  be made  part  of  the  official  public  record  and  made  available  to the  Board  of

Supervisors/Metro  Board  for  reference  in advance  of  the meeting.

The  City of South  Gate opposes  the County/Metro-proposed  Land  Banking  Program  because
it serves  to take  land  use  control  and  decision  making  away  from  local  elected  officials,  city

administrators  and  professional  city  staff,  and  ignores  the  interests  of residents,  property

and  business  owners  who  are  vested  in the  betterment  and  economic  vitality  of  their

respective  communities.  The City strongly  urges the Board of  Supervisors/Metro  Board  to
eliminate  the  L Line  extension,  the  WSAB  project,  and  future  Gateway  Cities  light  rail

projects,  from  the  proposed  Land  Banking  Program,  and  instead  work  with  corridor  cities  to

create  station  area  plans  that  facilitate  local  economic  development  and  new  housing

construction  in accordance  with  State  Certified  Housing  Elements  and  existing  zoning  and

land  use regulations.  Thank  you  in advance  for  your  thoughtful  consideration  of  this

request.

Sincere/jy,7 I/Z
Chris  Jeffers

City  Manager

CC : Gateway  Cities  COG

Eco-Rapid  Transit

South  Gate  City  Council

;-"'21'-i.



 
 
Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
I am a small business owner in Chinatown. 
 
I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project 
(LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to increased transit 
access and foot traffic brought on by the project.  
 
Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19.  
 
LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic boost 
to small businesses year around. 
 
It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a time 
when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay engaged as it 
moves through the planning and development process.   
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
 

 

 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 

ABC Seafood Rc�taurant 

205 Ord St. 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Los Angele .. CA90QJ2 

Tel. 213.680.2887 Fax: 213.680.7721 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �q:it���ijrJ[ 13 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �q:it�ii3c:i!JJi El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Lily S1AA 
Cell: 626.731.4613 
Phone: 626.238.9053 
Open 7 Days: 8:30AM - 6:30PM 
529 Alpine St., Los Angeles, CA90012 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to 
Dodger Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a 
significant economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the 
City begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help 
restore vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to 
move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 
Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Amboy Quality Meats & Delicious Burgers 

727 N. Broadway #I 17, Los Angeles, CA 90012 
amboyqualitymeatsanddeliciousburgers.com 

order@amboyqualitymeatsanddeliciousburgers.com 

..,, (213) 9 3 5-8188

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to 
Dodger Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a 
significant economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the 
City begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help 
restore vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to 
move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 
Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

,. 

,. 

I 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Amboy Quality Meats & Delicious Burgers 

727 N. Broadway #117, Los Angeles, CA 90012 
amboyqualitymeatsanddeliciousburgers.com 

order@amboyqualitymeatsanddeliciousburgers.com 

..,, (213) 935-8188 ...,, 
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9 July 2021 
 
Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Mayor Eric Garcetti  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Ariel Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Mayor Garcetti: 
 
We are writing in connection with the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid 
Transit Project (LA ART), connecting Union Station to Dodger Stadium. The concept offers 
significant potential benefits to the City of Los Angeles and the broader communities of 
Los Angeles County by removing cars off the road, increasing access to public transit, and 
improving air quality. It is also a key example of next generation transportation systems 
that will be critically important for LA’s clean air future, which will require revolutionizing 
transportation on a scale not seen since the introduction of automobiles. LA ART has the 
potential to substantially improve traffic safety and facilitate mobility, while reducing 
traffic congestion and fuel consumption. 
 
The emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day capacity of 
10,000 to 12,000 Dodger Stadium visitors, could benefit local communities by replacing up 
to 3,000 existing car trips before and after each Dodger game and Stadium event. In 
addition, the project’s year-round operation opportunities can increase transit access for 
underserved communities and increase access to parks.  
 
Projects like these are important in addressing climate change and as an opportunity to 
create local jobs and economic opportunities for our communities, which is critically 
important as we look to move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, 
including planning for the 2028 Olympics in Los Angeles.  
 
We are pleased to support the LA ART project, recognizing the significant benefits 
potential from a successful project.  
  
Sincerely, 
 
 
Dennis Huang 
Executive Director 
 
The Asian Business Association is a non-profit organization that has been proactively 
assisting Asian American small businesses gain access to economic opportunities and 
advancement since 1976.  We represent the views of Asian American business owners to 
local, state and federal government officials in order to promote and improve the 
business climate. 
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Banh Mi Mj Dung � 
My Dung Sandwich � 
• Cafe 213-617-7094 lj 

Stephanie Wiggins 

Metro CEO 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 

Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 

Metro Board Chair 

200 N. Spring Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

• Banh Mi

• Trai Ciiy

• Banh Ng(Jt

• Nuuc Gidi Khat

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero

emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to Dodger 

Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant 

economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station within 

walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 

fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non

game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the City 

begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help restore 

vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to move into 

the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics 

in Los Angeles. 

I 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 
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March 28, 2022 
 
Stephanie Wiggins 
Chief Executive Officer 
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
The Honorable Hilda Solis 
Chair 
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-3-1 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Support for Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Chair Solis, 
 
Breathe Southern California supports the proposed zero-emissions Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit 
Project (LA ART), which would connect Union Station to Dodger Stadium.  Breathe Southern California is 
a nonprofit organization that promotes clean air and healthy lungs through research, education, advocacy, 
and technology.  For several decades, we have been a leader in air quality improvement efforts in 
California.  The LA ART project is an important towards improving air quality and lung health for Southern 
California residents. 
 
Innovative transportation options, including the proposed LA ART project, are critical to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, improving local air quality, and helping the state meet its climate goals.  The 
emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day capacity of 10,000 to 12,000 
Dodger Stadium visitors, could benefit local communities by replacing up to 3,000 existing car trips 
before and after each Dodger game and Stadium event. In addition, the project’s year-round operation 
opportunities can increase transit access for underserved communities and increase access to parks, 
which can play a role in improving the respiratory health of Southern California residents. 
 
We strongly encourage approval of this contract so Los Angeles can continue moving towards becoming 
a more sustainable city.  Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact me at 
RDhillon@breathesocal.org or at (323) 935-8050 x233.  Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Raj Dhillon 
Senior Manager, Advocacy & Public Policy 

mailto:RDhillon@breathesocal.org
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

954 Mei. Ling Way 

Los ngeles. CA 90012 

DAVID·and SA 1Y 

(213)253-9982

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a small business owner in Chinatown.

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit 
Project (LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to 
increased transit access and foot traffic brought on by the project. 

Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVI D-19. 

LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic 
boost to small businesses year around. 

It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a 
time when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay 
engaged as it moves through the planning and development process. 

Sincerely, 





!!!l .. J-t- JJfl � t ·� lliilJ Chinatown Service Center

Edward Lew. D.M.D. !Hf 't 
Chief Dentist 

Community Health Center 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

767 N. Hill Street, Suite 213 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
http://www.cscla.org 

Direct: (213) 808-1790 
Fax: (213) 680-9427 

E-mail: elew@cscla.org

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit 
Project (LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to 
increased transit access and foot traffic brought on by the project. 

Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19. 

LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic 
boost to small businesses year around. 

It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at 
a time when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay 
engaged as it moves through the planning and development process. 

Sincerely, 

!J 
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Edward Lew, D.M.D. Y1if 't 
Chief Dentist 

Community Health Center 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

767 N. Hill Street. Suite 213 
Los Angeles. CA 90012 
http://www.cscla.org 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �q::i�J!�ill.R § 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Direct: (213) 808-1790 
Fax: (213) 680-9427 

E-mail: elew@cscla.org



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

• J$,Jl!l� 1f ·�
Chinatown Service Center

Jimmy Lee, ABOC 
Optician 

Community Health Center 

767 N. HIii Street, Suite 200B 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
http:/ /www.cscla.org 

Direct: (213) 808- 1791 
Tel: (213) 808-1792 Ext. 781 

E-mail: Jllee@cscla.org

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �cp�5£3'.cill'.Ji § 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

*J.r-JJhl� 'f -�
Chinatown Service Center

Jimmy Lee. ABOC 
Optician 

Community Health Center 

767 N. Hill Street, Suite 2008 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
http:/ /www.cscla.org 

Direct: (213) 808-1791 
Tel: (213) 808-1792 Ext. 781 

E-mail: Jllee@cscla.org

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid 
Transit Project (LAART). By increasing access to public transit and improving air quality, the 
project offers significant benefits to local residents, employees of businesses and visitors to 
Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LAART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community. 

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and development 
process and to supporting a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

Tony
Stamp



 
 
Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero-
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to Dodger 
Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant 
economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
LAART’s preferred route, the “Broadway Alignment,” features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non-
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area.  
 
We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the City 
begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help restore 
vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor.  This is critically important as we look to move into 
the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics 
in Los Angeles.  
 
I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project.   
 
Sincerely,  
 

 

 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Chinese Friends Rf!staurant 

* * * * ,r * * * F.ood to Go * * * * * * * * 

Open Hours

11 :30 AM - 3:00 PM 

4:00 PM - 9:30 PM 

(Tuesday - Closed) 

984 N. Broadway, Los Angeles, CA 90012 

(213) 972-9089 • (213) 626-1837

www.chinesefriendsrestaurant.com 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �i:prJ!��iffi!Ji El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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1200 S. Figueroa St. 
Unit #2411 

 Los Angeles, CA 90015   
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July 7, 2021 

Stephanie Wiggins
Metro CEO
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6
Los Angeles CA, 90012

Mayor Eric Garcetti 
Metro Board Chair
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Los Angeles Ariel Rapid Transit Project (LA ART)

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Mayor Garcetti:

I am writing in connection with the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid 
Transit Project (LA ART), connecting Union Station to Dodger Stadium. The concept offers 
significant potential benefits to the City of Los Angeles and the broader communities of 
Los Angeles County by removing cars off the road, increasing access to public transit, and 
improving air quality. It is also a key example of next generation transportation systems 
that will be critically important for LA’s clean air future, which will require revolutionizing 
transportation on a scale not seen since the introduction of automobiles. LA ART has 
the potential to substantially improve traffic safety and facilitate mobility, while reducing 
traffic congestion and fuel consumption.

The emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day capacity of 
10,000 to 12,000 Dodger Stadium visitors, could benefit local communities by replacing 
up to 3,000 existing car trips before and after each Dodger game and Stadium event. In 
addition, the project’s year-round operation opportunities can increase transit access for 
underserved communities and increase access to parks. 

Projects like these are important in addressing climate change and as an opportunity 
to create local jobs and economic opportunities for our communities, which is critically 
important as we look to move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, 
including planning for the 2028 Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I am pleased to support the LA ART project, recognizing the significant benefits potential 
from a successful project, and hope the approvals can be completed in time to realize the 
LA ART project’s potential for delivery in time for the 2028 Olympics.  
 

Sincerely, 

Chairman of Executive Board 
COMTO -Southern California Chapter



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of Eighty Eight Hair Salon in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for 
the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing 
access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LA ART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community.   

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and 
development process and to supporting a successful project.  

Sincerely, 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 

62J-W. College St .• #108 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

��5: 213-621-2173 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �Cflt�ii�iffi.Ii El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

HllB�lijg 
E{ite Hair Sty{ists Com. 

Open 7 days t::;7(�� 
9:00am - 6:00pm 

Free Parking in Rear �-�� 

62J-W. College St., #108 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

��5: 213-621-2173 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to 
Dodger Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a 
significant economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the 
City begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help 
restore vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to 
move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 
Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 



 

          LAART 
 

Aerial Rapid Transit Technologies LLC         (323) 521.4775 

900 N. Alameda St. #86712                      hello@LAArt.la 

Los Angeles, CA 90086                       www.LAArt.la 

 
 
 
September 14, 2022  
 
 
Honorable Ara J. Najarian, Chair  
Stephanie Wiggins, Chief Executive Officer 
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority  
One Gateway Plaza 
Los Angeles, CA 90012  
 
 
Re:  EMC Agenda September 15, 2022 - Item #21 Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project 
 
Dear Board Chair Najarian and CEO Wiggins:  
 
Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit (LA ART) would provide the first permanent transit connection 
to Dodger Stadium, one of the only stadiums in Major League Baseball lacking a permanent 
transit connection. Dodger Stadium brings all of Los Angeles together, and fans travel from 
across the County to attend games. The project could eliminate the need for thousands of car 
trips per game, with goals to transport 8,000 to 10,000 fans to Dodger Stadium in the two hours 
before game-time. Rather than sitting in traffic near local neighborhoods, to avoid congestion 
and air quality impacts, fans will be able to enjoy an emissions-free scenic ride from downtown 
to Dodger Stadium in just seven minutes. Working in partnership with Metro, this innovative new 
emission-free mode of public transportation aims to help to move our City’s and Metro’s climate 
goals forward and can contribute to our regional goals to increase overall ridership in public 
transportation.   We are also excited to have begun our work with Climate Resolve’s new 
nonprofit, Zero Emissions Transit, and the recently announced nonprofit commitment for the LA 
ART project. 
 
After a lengthy Notice of Preparation process in 2020 and 2021, and extensive community 
outreach, detailed information will be available for public review through the release of the Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the project.  During this unprecedented time of COVID-
19, we have spent the last few years engaging virtually and, when safe, in-person, with the 
community, numerous stakeholders, and in community meetings across the neighborhoods 
along the proposed project route. In response to robust outreach by the project team, deliberate 
changes have been made to the project to address the needs and feedback from stakeholders 
interested in zero emission transit. As our outreach efforts continue, we look forward to the 
release of the DEIR to pursue additional informed community outreach through several 
informational workshops and community hearings in the next few months. Outreach and 
engagement continue to be pivotal to the success of this project and a priority for the project 
team.   
 
 
 
 
 



 

          LAART 
 

Aerial Rapid Transit Technologies LLC         (323) 521.4775 

900 N. Alameda St. #86712                      hello@LAArt.la 

Los Angeles, CA 90086                       www.LAArt.la 

 
 
 
We appreciate Metro staff and all their efforts in guiding us through this public process, which 
has been conducted based on community outreach plans prepared in conjunction with Metro 
staff, as summarized in staff’s report included on the agenda for the September Executive 
Management Committee (EMC) meeting of the Board. As the Board knows, the worldwide 
COVID-19 pandemic made us all shift strategies and rely heavily on virtual interactions. Abiding 
by strict County health regulations and ensuring the safety of all residents, LA ART abided by 
and also adopted safety protocols. The project has several meetings with direct stakeholders, 
including meetings in person with many small groups, as appropriate given the local 
neighborhoods that surround the approximately 1 mile project route, over the last two years. 
Like Metro’s Board meetings, LA ART also took advantage of virtual platforms, hosting two large 
community meetings with attendance in the hundreds.  In addition, our team walked door to 
door to over 22,000 homes near the Project route. We have attached several maps that 
highlight the extensive local community outreach conducted.  
 
We have also sent direct mail to over 15,000 homes and over 1 million emails from the Los 
Angeles Dodgers and MLB with information on the project.   We have also opened a cabin 
display at Dodger Stadium to provide information directly to the most likely riders of the project – 
Dodger fans – and have interacted with hundreds of Angelenos from across the region at 
Dodger Stadium. The project has an energetic social media presence that aims to publish 
frequently asked questions and educational information on the project. 
 
The project has worked hard to propose benefits to the surrounding communities, including 
additional pedestrian improvements, access to Los Angeles State Historic Park and Elysian 
Park, and reduced congestion and the resulting reduction in emissions and pollution in these 
impacted communities.  Despite the challenges presented by COVID-19, LA ART, with Metro 
staff help, has been able to develop new strategies to create robust community engagement.  
We are very proud to report that, as a result of our outreach, over 7,000 local individuals have 
expressed support for the project.  Our business outreach from Union Station to Dodger 
Stadium has resulted in 500 individual businesses supporting the project.  Our support also 
includes two of the largest constituencies along the proposed project route: Cathedral High 
School and the residents of William Mead Homes. 
 
Many residents, employers, and employees are excited about the connection the gondola 
makes between Metro’s transportation system at Union Station and along the L Line (Gold). Our 
Community Fares Program includes an easy and free transfer to the gondola system using a 
Metro Tap card, enabling connections to the community, the Los Angeles State Historic Park, 
Elysian Park, and to Dodger Stadium in 7 minutes or less.  
 
Business owners in support welcome an operational LA ART station in Chinatown to increase 
foot traffic to their business districts and will have a positive economic impact for them in the 
future, especially as we work towards functional “ride & visit” partnerships so Dodger fans can 
easily patronize local businesses before games, and our planning includes incentives to visit 
local businesses. 
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Aerial Rapid Transit Technologies LLC         (323) 521.4775 

900 N. Alameda St. #86712                      hello@LAArt.la 
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As the project continues to move through its public process, we will continue to conduct robust 
outreach across several platforms ensuring there is transparent and accessible information for 
all residents.  
 
Through the release of the DEIR, the project will be hosting public information workshops – both 
virtual and in person in the community – to ensure the community understands the content 
included in the DEIR. In addition, the project will also host public hearings to allow community 
members to provide public comment.  
 
We look forward to continuing to work with the community, receiving feedback, and answering 
questions people may have through the public process.  
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Jennifer Rivera 
Vice President, External Affairs  
 
Attachment  
 
Cc: Metro Board Members 
Holly Rockwell, Metro  
Anthony Crump, Metro 
Michael Cortez, Metro 
Jordan Lang, LA ART  
Dave Schapiro, LA ART 
David Grannis, Zero Emissions Transit, pointC 
Cindy Starrett, Latham & Watkins  
Beth Gordie, Latham & Watkins  
 



ATTACHMENT  
 
Chinatown  
5,874 homes visited   
 

 
 

 
 



Elysian Valley  
4,572 homes visited 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
William Mead 
400 homes visited 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Solano Canyon  
1,264 homes visited  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Lincoln Heights 
1,674 homes visited  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Victor Heights  
1,931 homes visited  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Boyle Heights  
1,138 homes visited  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



East Los Angeles  
5,934 homes visited  
 
 

 



Aug 12, 2022

Stephanie Wiggin, CEO Metro
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles CA, 90012

Ara Najarian
Metro Board Chair
500 West Temple
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA ART)

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Ara Najarian:

On behalf of the Firecracker Board of Directors, I am writing to express our support for the proposed zero-emission
Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA ART), connecting Union Station to Chinatown to Dodger Stadium. LA
ART offers significant potential benefits to the City of Los Angeles and specifically the community of Chinatown by
increasing access to public transit, improving air quality by removing cars off the road, and highlighting the
businesses and culture in the area.

This project will improve mobility and increase access to opportunity for the local community. The LA ART
represents a zero-emission permanent transit link that would provide game-day capacity of 10,000 to 12,000,
replacing up to 3,000 trips before and after each Dodger game and Stadium event. It would also provide
year-round operation opportunities to increase transit access for underserved communities and parks.

In addition, by connecting Union Station to Chinatown, LA ART would create a cultural landmark that will enhance
the visibility of Chinatown and increase visitors to the business corridor. The project represents an opportunity for
businesses along Broadway and across Chinatown to create partnerships with LA ART to highlight and learn more
about the attractions, culture, history, and events in Chinatown.

I appreciate LA ART’s diligence in working with Metro and the community to bring to life a vision for a safe,
accessible transit option for the community and urge you to support this important investment for Chinatown.

Sincerely,

Raymond Su
President, Board of Directors
Los Angeles Chinatown Firecracker Run Committee, Inc.



List of Signatures in support for the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA ART)

# Name Title City

1 Michelle Jong Past President, Chinese

Family History Group

Long Beach

2 clayton frech CEO and Founder, Angel

City Sports

Los Angeles

3 David Kent Gold President, Bicycle Angels Redondo Beach

4 Evelyn Lee President, Chinese Family

History Group

Long Beach

5 Jose J. Hernandez Principal, Ann Street

Elementary

Los Angeles

6 Lisa Loo Director - Community

Services

San Gabriel

7 Jorge Parra Jr. Educator Los Angeles



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of Foo Chow Restaurant  in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for 
the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing 
access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LA ART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community.   

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and 
development process and to supporting a successful project.  

Sincerely, 





Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of Full Moon House Restaurant in Chinatown. I am writing to express my 
support for the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By 
increasing access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant 
benefits to local residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LA ART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community.   

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and 
development process and to supporting a successful project.  

Sincerely, 





 

5120 W. Goldleaf Circle, Suite 230 !"Los Angeles, California 90056 
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Kelli Bernard   
Tene C. Bonds  
Brian Butts  
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Nicole Enearu  
Donovan Green   
Anthony Holland  
Clifton Johnson 
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Chidi Ofoma  
Theodora Oyie  
Byron K. Reed  
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  August 4, 2021 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Honorable Hilda Solis
Metro Board Chair 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99 22-6
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Ariel Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair�)JMEB�4PMJT: 

I am writing in connection with the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial 
Rapid Transit Project (LA ART), connecting Union Station to Dodger Stadium. The 
concept offers significant potential benefits to the City of Los Angeles and the 
broader communities of Los Angeles County by removing cars off the road, 
increasing access to public transit, and improving air quality. It is also a key example 
of next generation transportation systems that will be critically important for LA’s 
clean air future, which will require revolutionizing transportation on a scale not seen 
since the introduction of automobiles. LA ART has the potential to substantially 
improve traffic safety and facilitate mobility, while reducing traffic congestion and 
fuel consumption. 

The emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day 
capacity of 10,000 to 12,000 Dodger Stadium visitors, could benefit local 
communities by replacing up to 3,000 existing car trips before and after each Dodger 
game and Stadium event. In addition, the project’s year-round operation 
opportunities can increase transit access for underserved communities and increase 
access to parks. 

Projects like these are important in addressing climate change and as an opportunity 
to create local jobs and economic opportunities for our communities, which is 
critically important as we look to move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward 
the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I am pleased to support the LA ART project, recognizing the significant benefits 
potential from a successful project, and hope the approvals can be completed in time 
to realize the LA ART project’s potential for delivery in time for the 2028 Olympics. 

Sincerely, 

Gene Hale 

GLAAACC Chairman 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) gcptJ?:ii3'.ciffi!Ji El

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of Golden Crown business in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for 
the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing 
access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LAART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community. 

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and development 
process and to supporting a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

.. 



 
May 18, 2022 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Chief Executive Officer 
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 !

The Honorable Hilda Solis, Metro Chair 
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-3-1 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 !

RE: Support for Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) !

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Chair Solis, !

Healthy Air Alliance supports the proposed zero-emissions Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA 
ART), that would connect Union Station to Dodger Stadium. Healthy Air Alliance believes there are ways 
to immediately reduce air pollution and we must act on opportunities that reduce our emissions, 
improve health in our most vulnerable communities, and make cleaner and more affordable 
transportation solutions available to all. 

The LA ART project is an important towards improving air quality by promoting public transit and 
reducing our dependence on fossil fuels. This project will serve disadvantage communities in the 99th 
percentile of the CalEnviro Screen, upholding our values for environmental justice in areas where too 
many families are disproportionately impacted by poor air quality. !

Innovative transportation options, including the proposed LA ART project, are critical in not only 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, improving local air quality, but also in helping the state meet its 
climate goals. The emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day capacity of 
up to 10,000 Stadium visitors, could benefit local communities by replacing up to 3,000 existing car trips 
before and after each Dodger game and Stadium events. In addition, the project’s year-round operation 
opportunities can increase transit access for underserved communities and increase access to parks, 
which can play a role in improving the health of its surrounding communities. !

We strongly encourage approval of this project so Los Angeles can continue moving towards becoming a 
more sustainable city. !

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Jim Kennedy 
Executive Director 
Healthy Air Alliance 
 
 



� i•J �0-ft L,
Seqfood Restaurant 

526 Alpine Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Tel: (213) 680-3939 
Fax: (213) 680-3417 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 

WWW.HOPLICHINATOWN COM 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a small business owner in Chinatown.

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit 
Project (LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to 
increased transit access and foot traffic brought on by the project. 

Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19. 

LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic 
boost to small businesses year around. 

It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a 
time when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay 
engaged as it moves through the planning and development process. 

Sincerely, 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
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Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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IDHSBC 
Josh Dangonan 

HSBC Bank USA, N.A. 

h

www.hsbc.com 

Stephanie Wiggins 

Metro CEO 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 

Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 

Metro Board Chair 

200 N. Spring Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a personal banker at HSBC bank in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for the 

proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing access 

to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 

residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 

help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 

Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LA ART system. This 

would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 

connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 

fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 

community. 

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and 

development process and to supporting a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

• 

/ .. 



 
 
Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
I am a small business owner in Chinatown. 
 
I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project 
(LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to increased transit 
access and foot traffic brought on by the project.  
 
Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19.  
 
LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic boost 
to small businesses year around. 
 
It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a time 
when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay engaged as it 
moves through the planning and development process.   
 
Sincerely,  
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 

· JiiJ • Jonny
626-466-7596

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

SupeNisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �i:pt�li3'.cimJJi § 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, SupeNisor Solis: 
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"Gifts From All Over The World" 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

486 Gin Ung Way 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to 
Dodger Stadium. By increasing intermediate station within 

walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the sprec;1d of COVID-19. As the 
City begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help 
restore vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to 
move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 
Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

Tel: (213) 620-8808 
Fax:(213)485-0028 



#mjwJ,$� 
"Gifts From All Over The World" 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

486 Gin Ling Way 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) mcpt�i!56ffiIJi § 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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We Deliver 
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�-���s> Tel: (213)6288288, 6265920752

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Busines '10 
Chinatown Los Angeles CA 90012 
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RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �q:it�ii3'.cillJil3 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

We Deliver 

(min,$25.00) 

(within 2 miles) Tel: 1213)6288288, 6265920752 
Business Houro:Op•n 70ays _:_F

..::..:
ax�: ·:..,.::12__;__;13

_,_
l 6_87_-8_28_ 8 __ _ 

10:00 m -8:00pm 

625W College St 1109, 
hinatown Lo• Angeles.CA '30012 

• 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of Jade Wok Restaurant in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for 
the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing 
access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LAART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community. 

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and development 
process and to supporting a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

.; 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair · 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �q:J�,i�)llj'i El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of a Gift Shop in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for the 
proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing 
access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LAART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community. 

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and development 
process and to supporting a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

1 

... 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 · 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �cp�j!�iffi.l.il § 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a small business owner in Chinatown.

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit 
Project (LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to 
increased transit access and foot traffic brought on by the project. 

Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19. 

LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic 
boost to small businesses year around. 

It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a 
time when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay 
engaged as it moves through the planning and development process. 

Sincerely, 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) grpt�il3'.ciilli § 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of Kim Chuy Restaurant in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for 
the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing 
access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LAART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community. 

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and development 
process and to supporting a successful project. 

Sincer�ly, 

I 
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Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
I am a small business owner in Chinatown. 
 
I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project 
(LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to increased transit 
access and foot traffic brought on by the project.  
 
Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19.  
 
LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic boost 
to small businesses year around. 
 
It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a time 
when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay engaged as it 
moves through the planning and development process.   
 
Sincerely,  
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 

959 N Broadway 
Los Angeles.CA 90012 

TEL: (213) 620 1171 
� (213) 620 9815 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

/ 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) � t:pf�j!�iiI.R 13 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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 Faith and Community Empowerment 

3550 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1124, Los Angeles, CA 90010      
Tel: (213) 985-1500,  www.facela.org 

9/23/2021  
  
Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
  
Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
  
RE: Los Angeles Ariel Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) 
  
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
  
On behalf of FACE, I am pleased to support the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit 
Project (LA ART), connecting Union Station to Dodger Stadium.  
  
LA ART offers significant potential benefits to the the broader communities of Los Angeles County by 
* removing cars off the road, 
* increasing access to public transit, and  
*improving air quality.  
  
FACE’s mission is to advance the Asian American community’s participation and contribution and 
influence through faith and community partnerships. The LA ART project is consistent with our mission 
in increasing transit access for underserved communities including the Asian American community and 
increase access to parks that is sorely needed in LA.  
  
Investing in the  next generation transportation systems will be critically important for LA’s clean air 
future. LA ART has the potential to substantially improve traffic safety and facilitate mobility, while 
reducing traffic congestion and fuel consumption. 
  
We are pleased that the emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day 
capacity of 10,000 to 12,000 Dodger Stadium visitors, could benefit local communities by replacing up to 
3,000 existing car trips before and after each Dodger game and Stadium event. Projects like this creates 
local jobs and economic opportunities for our communities, which is critically important to our 
communities.  
  
Sincerely,  
 

  
Hyepin Im 
President & CEO 
 



 

 

 
November 22, 2021 
 
Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 

RE: Los Angeles Ariel Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) 

Dear CEO Wiggins: 

As the President and CEO of the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce, I am writing to offer 
my strong support for the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA 
ART), connecting Union Station to Dodger Stadium. 
 
Founded in 1888, the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce is the oldest and largest 
business association in the region. We represent 1,400 members, 650,000 employees, and the 
interests of over 500,000 businesses throughout the five counties we serve. The Chamber’s 
mission is to advance opportunities and solutions for a thriving regional economy that is 
inclusive and globally competitive. 
 
The concept of the LA Art Project offers significant potential benefits to the City of Los Angeles 
and the broader communities of Los Angeles County by removing cars off the road, increasing 
access to public transit, and improving air quality. It is also a key example of next generation 
transportation systems that will be critically important for LA’s clean air future, which will 
require revolutionizing transportation on a scale not seen since the introduction of 
automobiles. LA ART has the potential to substantially improve traffic safety and facilitate 
mobility, while reducing traffic congestion and fuel consumption. 
 
The emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day capacity of 10,000 
to 12,000 Dodger Stadium visitors, could benefit local communities by replacing up to 3,000 
existing car trips before and after each Dodger game and Stadium event. In addition, the 
project’s year-round operation opportunities can increase transit access for underserved 
communities and increase access to parks. 
 
Projects like these are important in addressing climate change and as an opportunity to create 
local jobs and economic opportunities for our communities, which is critically important as we 
look to move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future. 
 
I am pleased to support the LA ART project and hope the approvals can be completed in time to 
realize the project’s potential for delivery in time for the 2028 Olympics. For questions 



 

 

regarding this letter of support, please contact Harry Semerdjian, Senior Public Policy Manager, 
at HSemerdjian@lachamber.com. 

 

Sincerely,  

 
 
Maria S. Salinas 
President & CEO 
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce  



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of L.A. Full House Restaurant in Chinatown. I am writing to express my 
support for the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By 
increasing access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant 
benefits to local residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LA ART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community.   

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and 
development process and to supporting a successful project.  

Sincerely, 



iJI 
L.A. Full House
Seafood Restaurant 

'1' Iii!,<\ CHINA TOWN t Since 1981 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
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Full House
Seafood Restaurant

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �g:it�il�ilIJi El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

963 N. Hill Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Tel: (213) 617-8382 
Fax: (213) 617-8288 
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Stephanie Wiggins 

Metro CEO 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 

Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 

Metro Board Chair 

200 N. Spring Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

LAT-SHIRTS 
742 N. Broadway 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

GEDLAILA@GMAIL.COM 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero

emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to Dodger 

Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant 

economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station within 

walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 

fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non

game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the City 

begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help restore 

vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to move into 

the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics 

in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 



 
 
 
April 14, 2022 
 
Stephanie Wiggins, CEO Metro 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis, Metro Board Chair 
500 West Temple   
Los Angeles, CA 90012  
 
RE: Los Angeles Ariel Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
On behalf of the Los Angeles Business Council, I am writing to express our support of the proposed zero-emission Los 
Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA ART), connecting Union Station to Dodger Stadium. Our members represent 
business and civic leaders from all industry sectors who are focused on promoting progress in the Los Angeles region in 
the areas of sustainability, housing, transportation, and economic development. 
 
LA ART offers significant potential benefits to the City of Los Angeles and the broader communities of Los Angeles 
County by removing cars from the road, increasing access to public transit, and improving air quality. It is also a key 
example of next generation transportation systems that will be critically important for LA’s clean air future, which will 
require revolutionizing transportation at an unprecedented scale. LA ART has the potential to substantially improve 
traffic safety and facilitate mobility, while reducing traffic congestion and fuel consumption, which is essential to LA’s 
GHG reduction goals. 
 
The emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day capacity of 10,000 to 12,000 Dodger 
Stadium visitors, could benefit local communities by replacing up to 3,000 existing car trips before and after each Dodger 
game and Stadium event.  
 
Projects like these are important in addressing climate change, creating economic opportunities for our communities, 
and moving us towards a more equitable economic recovery and prosperous future. 
 
I am pleased to support the LA ART project, recognizing the significant benefits potential from a successful project, and 
hope the approvals can be completed in time to realize the LA ART project’s potential for delivery in time for the 2028 
Olympics.   
  
Sincerely,  
 

   
Mary Leslie     
President     
LABC    
 



 

 

 
 
July 27, 2021  
 
Stephanie Wiggins                                                                     Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro CEO                            Metro Board Chair 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6                        200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles CA, 90012                                                              Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Ariel Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) - SUPPORT 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Mayor Garcetti: 
 
On behalf of the Los Angeles County Economic Development Corporation (LAEDC), a champion 
and catalyst for a more robust, equitable, sustainable, and resilient economy, I am pleased to 
offer our support for the Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA ART). The LAEDC believes 
that the LA ART Project, which would build a next generation transportation system connecting    
Union Station to Dodger Stadium, would offer significant benefits to the City of Los Angeles and 
the broader communities of Los Angeles County.  
 
The proposed zero-emission LA ART Project serves as a key example of sustainable urban transit 
that will be critically important for LA’s clean air future, which will require revolutionizing 
transportation on a scale not seen since the introduction of automobiles. LA ART has the 
potential to substantially improve traffic safety and facilitate mobility, while reducing traffic 
congestion and fuel consumption. The successful construction of this project would remove 
cars off the road, increase access to public transit, and improve air quality. 
 
The emissions reductions from this permanent transit link, with its game-day capacity of 10,000 
to 12,000 Dodger Stadium visitors, could benefit local communities by replacing up to 3,000 
existing car trips before and after each Dodger game and Stadium event. In addition, the 
project’s year-round operation opportunities can increase transit access for underserved 
communities and increase access to parks.  
 
The investments that would come from this project would also create economic opportunities 
for many stakeholders throughout Los Angeles County. Projects like these are important in 
addressing climate change and as an opportunity to create local jobs and economic 
opportunities for our communities, which is critically important as we look to move into the 
pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics in 
Los Angeles.  
 
For all the above reasons, the LAEDC seeks your support on this and offers its endorsement for 
the approval of the construction of the Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project and its potential 
for delivery in time for the 2028 Olympics.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Stephen Cheung - COO & EVP 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �cp�jl�iffil.ft El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a small business owner in Chinatown. 

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit 
Project (LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to 
increased transit access and foot traffic brought on by the project. 

Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19. 

LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic 
boost to small businesses year around. 

It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a 
time when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay 
engaged as it moves through the planning and development process. 

Sincerely, 











Stephanie Wiggins 

Metro CEO 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 

Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 

Metro Board Chair 

200 N. Spring Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a small business owner in Lincoln Heights.

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA 

ART). Lincoln Heights businesses could see an economic boost due to increased transit access 

and visitors that this wonderful project would bring to Lincoln Heights, via the Chinatown 

gondola station and Gold Line light rail system. 

Lincoln Heights has many local and diverse small businesses that were significantly impacted by 

COVID-19 pandemic. We need a project like the LA ART gondola to reinvigorate the local 

business district and to help us rebound economically. 

LA ART will operate during Dodger home games, and it will also operate daily to serve 

community members, park visitors, and tourists. By increasing transit access to Lincoln Heights, 

the project could provide a significant economic boost to small businesses all year. 

The business community in Lincoln Heights is genuinely excited at the prospect of the LA ART 

gondola project. We urge the Metro Board to approve this fantastic project. 

Sincerely, 

ii 







Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a small business owner in Lincoln Heights. 

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LA 
ART). Lincoln Heights businesses could see an economic boost due to increased transit access 
and visitors that this wonderful project would bring to Lincoln Heights, via the Chinatown 
gondola station and Gold Line light rail system. 

Lincoln Heights has many local and diverse small businesses that were significantly impacted by 
COVID-19 pandemic. We need a project like the LA ART gondola to reinvigorate the local 
business district and to help us rebound economically. 

LA ART will operate during Dodger home games, and it will also operate daily to serve 
community members, park visitors, and tourists. By increasing transit access to Lincoln Heights, 
the project could provide a significant economic boost to small businesses all year. 

The business community in Lincoln Heights is genuinely excited at the prospect of the LA ART 
gondola project. We urge the Metro Board to approve this fantastic project. 

Sincerely, � 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
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Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a small business owner in Chinatown.

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid 
Transit Project (LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic 
benefits due to increased transit access and foot traffic brought on by the project. 

Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were 
significantly impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVI D-19. 

LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and 
is also anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and 
tourists. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a 
significant economic boost to small businesses year around. 

It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to 
Chinatown at a time when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this 
project and hope to stay engaged as it moves through the planning and 
development process. 

Sincerely, 

 



 
 
Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. benefits due to increased transit 

access and foot traffic brought on by the project.  
 
Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19.  
 
LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticipated to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic boost 
to small businesses year around. 
 
It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a time 
when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay engaged as it 
moves through the planning and development process.   
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
 

 

 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

M 
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------

711 North Main Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Tel: (213) 680-0200 

Fax: (213) 620-0200 
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Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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September 14, 2022

Honorable Ara J. Najarian, Chair, LA County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Stephanie Wiggins, Chief Executive Officer, LA County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Board Chair Najarian and CEO Wiggins:

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Jonathan Parfrey. I serve as executive director of
Climate Resolve, a environmental nonprofit organization that focuses on building and advancing
equitable solutions on climate change across California. I’m proud to report that Climate Resolve
has developed on-the-ground climate resilience projects in Pacoima, Boyle Heights, Compton, and
other communities hard hit by climate change. We also worked to help pass Measure M in 2016,
and more recently, helped develop a tree policy for the agency.

Climate Resolve recently launched a new nonprofit subsidiary organization called Zero Emissions
Transit (ZET) focused on developing zero emission infrastructure and transit solutions. The
Dodger Stadium Gondola Project is being donated to ZET as its first project. Under this new
ownership, the Dodger Stadium Gondola will be a nonprofit project for the public’s benefit. The
aerial gondola project is the first of what will be many more zero-emission innovations.

Serving on ZET’s board will be Suja Lowenthal, City Manager of Hermosa Beach and Climate
Resolve board member and Felix Aguilar M.D., Chief Medical Officer with the Chinatown Service
Center Community Health Center. Bryn Lindblad, Deputy Director at Climate Resolve, who has
worked with Metro on a number of transit projects and co-chairs Metro's Sustainability Council,
will also work closely with ZET on the gondola project and other zero emission ventures.

Before formally taking on the Gondola project, our organization looked carefully at every
component of the project. Gondola systems across the world are today proving to be safe and
cost-effective zero-emission transit solutions. We saw that this is exactly the kind of zero-emission,
community-focused transit option we need in California. As part of the donation, we will continue
working with the experienced technical experts who have been part of this project since its
inception. This includes continuing partnership with SJC Alliance, the world’s premier gondola
construction and engineering experts.



At Climate Resolve, it is our mission to ensure that those communities most impacted by climate
change should be the first beneficiaries of climate solutions.

The Dodger Stadium Gondola aligns with our social equity goals. Once built, the Gondola will
reduce emissions in some of the region’s most congested neighborhoods, and help connect
residents to the LA transit system. The Dodger Stadium Gondola will increase access to parks and
serve as a last mile solution that will help transport people across the region, not in their cars but
on public transit.

Local residents, locally-owned businesses, and individuals and organizations throughout Los
Angeles have voiced enthusiasm and support for the project. Angelenos want less traffic, improved
safety, cleaner air, quieter public spaces and expanded mobility options that connect to the region –
all of which are attributes of the Gondola Project.

All of us at Climate Resolve and ZET look forward to working with Metro – as well as all
community stakeholders – to ensure the Dodger Stadium Gondola provides the maximum benefits
to the community residents, the Los Angeles region and the environment.

Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions. You can reach me at (213) 634-3790 x 101.

best ~

Jonathan Parfrey
Executive Director

cc:
All Metro Board Members
Holly Rockwell, Metro
Anthony Crump, Metro
Michael Cortez, Metro
Jordan Lang, LA ART
Dave Schapiro, LA ART
Jennifer Rivera, LA ART
David Grannis, Zero Emissions Transit, pointC
Cindy Starrett, Latham & Watkins
Beth Gordie, Latham & Watkins



 
 
Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero-
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to Dodger 
Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant 
economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
LAART’s preferred route, the “Broadway Alignment,” features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non-
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area.  
 
We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the City 
begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help restore 
vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor.  This is critically important as we look to move into 
the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics 
in Los Angeles.  
 
I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project.   
 
Sincerely,  

 

 

 





Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �q:i�Ji3'61!Ji § 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am owner of Nam-Hoa Fish Market in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for the 
proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing 
access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LAART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community. 

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and development 
process and to supporting a successful project. 

Sincerely, 





Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for the proposed 
zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing access to public 
transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local residents, 
employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LA ART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community.   

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and 
development process and to supporting a successful project.  

Sincerely, 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �'tlt��x@Il 13 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to 
Dodger Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a 
significant economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the 
City begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help 
restore vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to 
move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 
Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �cpt�il2ill:Ji El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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June 16, 2022 

Stephanie Wiggins, CEO Metro 

One Gateway Plaza 

Los Angeles, Ca 90012 

 

Ara Najarian  

Metro Board Chair 

500 West Temple  

Los Angeles, Ca 90012 

 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) 

 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Najarian: 

 

I am writing to ask for your support for the Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project. LA ART. 

I was raised and lived in Chinatown since 1963 in my local family business which continues to 
serve and support the Chinatown community. 

Unfortunately, I can’t say that for many of my neighbors. Many “mom and pop” businesses that 
were just getting by before the pandemic have now closed. We are slowly losing the fabric of 
Chinatown that once was the center of local Chinese American Culture. Our amazing restaurants, 
fabulous gift shops and Chinese Herb store, that always had a Chinese Doctor practicing 
acupuncture and herbal medicine, are now slowly going away.  

Like many other areas of Los Angeles, Chinatown has had gentrification forced upon it. Families 
that once had a thriving business now face the reality that their business will never recover. 
These families are sitting on properties where the land value is worth more than the buildings. 
Having no choice but to sell, new projects are coming online from developers with no connection 
to the Chinatown community.  

Many outside developers all know that Chinatown is the last bastion of affordable land that they 
can piece together to develop high end residential over commercial retail. I don’t think this will 
ever stop, it’s an unfortunate evolution of older neighborhoods having to change to survive. 
However, it need not be an inevitable one. 

I believe that the Gondola project will inject economic stimulus for the remaining businesses. 
Hopefully others will see those businesses thrive and incentivize previous business owners, as 
well as other local and community interests, to re-invest in Chinatown. 



This project has reached out to local people such as myself, to find out what we would like to see 
from them. There are many companies that never reach out to Chinatown and only reach out to 
us as an after thought. 

I just finished a meeting with the Los Angeles Street Car project. They presented a plan to have 
the street cars run between 11st street to 1st street. On Hill and Broadway.  I asked them why 
they didn’t run the street cars to Little Tokyo, Olvera Street and Chinatown. If the plan was to 
encourage people to shop, eat and not drive cars. Then why weren’t any of these three districts 
included? Why, because everyone forgets about us.  

It is up to people like myself that have a passion for saving our communities to speak out, so that 
we can teach others about the history, beauty and contributions of Los Angeles Chinatown’s 
culture and community.  Hopefully this will have a positive affect in fighting discrimination and 
promote the survival, understanding and peaceful co-habitation of all the diverse cultures in the 
great city of Los Angeles. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter. Please feel free to contact me if I can be of 
further assistance regarding this project or future developments in Chinatown or surrounding 
areas. 

 

Best Regards, 

Peter Kwong 

Best Western Plus Dragon Gate Inn 

Royal Pagoda Motel 

Akwong5951@aol.com 

626-825-7780 

 

 

 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

PHOENIXFOOO.US 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �tf:l�il�illfi§ 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

PHO EN IXFOOO.US 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

We are writing to express our support for the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid 
Transit Project (LAART). By increasing access to public transit and improving air quality, the 
project offers significant benefits to local residents, employees of businesses and visitors to 
Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LAART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community. 

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and development 
process and to supporting a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

Phoenix Dcuert ■a 

110 E Vo1ley Blvd 

Alhambro 

026-299-/9/8 

1635 S San Gabri<,/ Blvd 

San Gabriel 

626-571-8388 

•



 
 
Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
I am the owner of Queen’s Bakery in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for the 
proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing access 
to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 
 
The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LA ART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 
 
By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community.   
 
I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and 
development process and to supporting a successful project.  
 
Sincerely,  
 

 

 



<O? 
Queen's Bakery,. 

�J§m� 
Chinatown 

SINCE 1961 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 

Contact: 213.622.9749 809 N. Broadway, Los Angeles CA 90012 

email: qb2136229749@gmail.com 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Online Store 

www.QueensBakeryLA.com 
email: QueensBakery.OnlineSales@gmail.com 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �i:flt�i!�iffi!Ji El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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We Advocate, Promote, and Facilitate the Success of 
Businesses in the Southern California Region and its Trade Areas 

 
 
 

    
 

Regional Hispanic Chamber of Commerce  
One World Trade Center 

P.O. Box 32474, Long Beach, CA 90832 
www.RegionalHispanicCC.org 

 
 
January 25, 2022  
 
 

       Stephanie Wiggin, CEO 
       Metro  
       One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
       Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 

 
RE: Los Angeles Ariel Rapid Transit Project (LA ART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
In connection with the LA ART project referenced above, I am honored to submit this letter on behalf of 
the Regional Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (RHCC) in support of the Los Angeles Aerial Rapid 
Transit Project (LA ART) a proposed zero-emission project. This project connects two Los Angeles 
landmarks Union Station to the south and Dodger Stadium nestled in the north in Chavez Ravine.  
 
The RHCC is committed to all small businesses and its community; in particular, the growing 
Hispanic/Latino business community in Southern California. Our efforts of entrepreneurial education, 
opportunity and small business advocacy has a positive impact on small businesses and the communities 
they serve, The LA ART project is consistent with these goals and an increase of transit access for all 
communities, in particular the underserved, and provides access to open spaces and parks.  
 
LA ART project offers significant potential benefits to the broader communities of Los Angeles County 
by increasing access to public transit, improving air quality and decreasing car traffic on our streets and 
freeways.  It is a Generational Opportunity in the field of transportation systems and urban planning with 
a result of cleaner air in our Angeleno skies. 
 
Projects like these are important in addressing economic development as it will create local jobs and 
economic opportunities for our local business, which is critical as Los Angeles moves into the pandemic 
recovery phase and toward the future, including the planning for the 2028 Olympics.  
 
The RHCC is pleased to support the LA ART project, recognizing the significant benefits potential from a 
successful project, and hope the approvals can be completed in time to realize the LA ART project’s 
potential for delivery in time for the 2028 Olympics.  
  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
MAX A. ORDONEZ 
Regional Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 

        Special Counselor to the RHCC                                                





Stephanie Wiggins 

Metro CEO 

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 

Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 

Metro Board Chair 

200 N. Spring Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

• LOS ANOILIS • 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero

emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to Dodger 
Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant 

economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station within 

walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 

fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non

game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the City 

begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help restore 

vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to move into 

the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics 

in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Patterson 

Owner 

640 N. Spring Street 

Los Angeles, CA 

90012 

chris@sssmokehouse.com 

213-626-0535



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAA RT) � cjJ t�i!?>ciffi!Ji § 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro.Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am a small business owner in Chinatown.

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit 
Project (LAART). Chinatown businesses could see significant economic benefits due to 
increased transit access and foot traffic brought on by the project. 

Chinatown is home to many unique and diverse small businesses that were significantly 
impacted by restrictions put in place to fight the spread of COVID-19. 

LAART will run during all Dodger home games and events at Dodger Stadium, and is also 
anticip2ied to operate daily to serve community members, park visitors, and tourists. By 
increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant economic 
boost to small businesses year around. 

It is exciting to see a proposal for a project that could bring more visitors to Chinatown at a 
time when it is needed more than ever. I strongly support this project and hope to stay 
engaged as it moves through the planning and development process. 

Sincerely, 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �cpttil:3'.ci!JJi 13

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to 
Dodger Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a 
significant economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the 
City begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help 
restore vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important as we look to 
move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 
Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 

THE BEAUTY 
l"�ILS 

Acrylic· Fill • Gel Nails 
Manicure• Pedicure• Nail Design • Solar Nail 

Pink &.White• Waxing• Facial 

(213) 687-6618
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

735 New High Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(China Town) 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed 
zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union 
Station to Dodger Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could 
provide a significant economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

LAART's preferred route, the "Broadway Alignment," features an intermediate station 
within walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean 
more Dodger fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to 
the stadium. On non-game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the 
area. 

We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As 
the City begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area 
and help restore vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor. This is critically important 
as we look to move into the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including 
planning for the 2028 Olympics in Los Angeles. 

I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project. 

Sincerely, 



 
 
Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero-
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to Dodger 
Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant 
economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
LAART’s preferred route, the “Broadway Alignment,” features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non-
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area.  
 
We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the City 
begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help restore 
vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor.  This is critically important as we look to move into 
the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics 
in Los Angeles.  
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� Importer • Wholesale

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 7 

Oriental Arts & Gifts• Ct,,�re 

Crafts Decorative • Home �WOfee5 

ALLEN / HELLEN

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

'744 N. Broadway, #101

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Email: caggc168@gmail.com
Cell: (626) 274-3202

Cell: (626) 429-3896

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �cpt����rJ{ El 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
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Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 

I am the owner of Yang Chow Restaurant in Chinatown. I am writing to express my support for 
the proposed zero-emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART). By increasing 
access to public transit and improving air quality, the project offers significant benefits to local 
residents, employees of businesses and visitors to Chinatown. 

The Chinatown/State Park Station offers a short walk to many Chinatown businesses and could 
help to increase visitors to the area. In addition, LAART has proposed the creation of a 
Community Access Program for local residents and businesses to use the LA ART system. This 
would provide many who live and work in Chinatown with first and last mile transit service 
connections to the Metro system for the same cost as riding the Metro. 

By taking cars off the road, LAART has the potential to substantially reduce traffic congestion, 
fuel consumption, and emissions, improving air quality and quality of life for the Chinatown 
community.   

I look forward to staying informed about the project team through the planning and 
development process and to supporting a successful project.  

Sincerely, 



Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 

Supervisor Hilda Solis 
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
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819 N. Broadway, 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Tel: 213-625-0811 
Fax: 213-625-7901 

RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) �q:>f��3tillJi !3 

Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: _
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Stephanie Wiggins  
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 
 
Supervisor Hilda Solis  
Metro Board Chair 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
RE: Los Angeles Arial Rapid Transit Project (LAART) 
 
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Honorable Metro Board Chair, Supervisor Solis: 
 
As a business owner in Chinatown, I am writing to express my support for the proposed zero-
emission Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project (LAART), connecting Union Station to Dodger 
Stadium. By increasing transit access to Chinatown, the project could provide a significant 
economic boost to small businesses that have been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
LAART’s preferred route, the “Broadway Alignment,” features an intermediate station within 
walking distance to many Chinatown businesses. On game days, this could mean more Dodger 
fans grabbing a bite to eat at our local restaurants before heading up to the stadium. On non-
game days, the gondola could help attract additional tourists to the area.  
 
We have all done our part and suffered great losses to stop the spread of COVID-19. As the City 
begins to rebuild, LAART has the potential to increase foot traffic in the area and help restore 
vibrancy to the Chinatown business corridor.  This is critically important as we look to move into 
the pandemic recovery phase and toward the future, including planning for the 2028 Olympics 
in Los Angeles.  
 
I hope to stay engaged and work with the project team to ensure a successful project.   
 
Sincerely,  

 
 

 

 



, 

Stephanie Wiggins 
Metro CEO 
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-6 
Los Angeles CA, 90012 .
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September 2022 Public Comments on Los Angeles Aerial Rapid Transit Project 
 
From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 10:46 AM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: mta gondola public comment 
 
Greenwashing doesn’t work! It’s a scam, green gentrification! overuse of minerals, bs jobs, we must do 
less 

Buried under the blue shows these neighborhood to build the stadium taken by force and violence, La 
Loma and Bishop! 

  

Sports are a psychological operation on the masses, a religion if you will and therefore another opiate of 
the masses. Watch Gematria Effect News spelled out, showing how sports and items in the news are 
part of Jesuit propaganda for control of the masses perhaps via unseen and non human forces… 

Why are we so desperate for sports when we have homeless and a suffering globe? 

Bread and circuses 

  

Free housing for all… abolish work 

  

If people are too mad will take by force 

  



From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 10:50 AM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: Public Comment, Board Meeting, 9.15.22, Agenda Item, #21 LAART- Gondola 
 

Re: 9.15.22 Metro Board Meeting Agenda Item #21,  
LAART, Gondola Presentation 
 
Dear Metro Directors: 

 
My name is , Executive Director of LA River State Park 
Partners, the nonprofit support organization for LA State Historic Park. 

 
Our organization builds upon the decades long, hard fought grassroots 
efforts that led to the creation of the park. In solidarity, we thus now oppose 
the intended use of the park’s land, airways, and viewsheds for the private 
gondola enterprise. The gondola’s massive structures would alter significant 
portions of the park’s southern and middle sections and their mature native 
landscapes, as well affect the peaceful, quiet, open skies of the entire park. 
Siting the gondola within the park would severely impact this vital respite of 
health and wellness for the historically underserved and park poor 
surrounding communities. 

 
I’m not here to comment on the wisdom of the gondola enterprise, but simply 
to insist that taxpayer funded, public park land not be commandeered for 
its use. I also ask the Board to ensure that future gondola planning is more 
transparent and responsive to the community, given the significant public 
interest and public resources at stake. 

 
Thank you, 

 
 
--  
Kathleen Johnson 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  



From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 10:56 AM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: LAART at EMC Metro Meeting 
 
Hi Directors, 
 
As the Vice President of Cathedral High School, I wanted to express our support of the LA ART 
gondola project. We will be located across the street from the project's junction on its way to 
Dodger Stadium and look forward to having new innovative transportation next door to us. In 
addition, this project will also contribute to a new bridge at Los Angeles State Historic Park, 
connecting North Broadway to the Park, making it much more accessible for our students who 
ride public transportation. LA ART has done great outreach to us and our neighbors and we are 
happy to support this project. 
 
 
--  

 

 
Cathedral High School  
 
  



From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 10:57 AM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: 9/15/22 Agenda Item #21 public comment "AGAINST " 
 
My name is   I’m a property owner in Chinatown and I live in the neighborhood of the proposed 
Broadway Junction.  I am "AGAINST" this project (Item #21 LA ART/gondola on 9/15/2022 agenda; was waiting in 
the phone queue during this morning's meeting). 
  
LA ART has consistently misled stakeholders and withheld details about the breadth of the project and its impacts 
on Chinatown residents.  They reassured us that it would only travel over the public right-of-way, but finally had to 
concede that the gondola’s path would indeed cross OVER private homes. 
  
The Broadway Junction was a late surprise.  It is not "just" a pivot point.  It is to be set in a residential 
neighborhood with its mechanical equipment operating continuously to move the gondola cabins all day and 
night.  The gondola and Broadway Junction would introduce constant background noise, possibly for more than 18 
hours per day. 
  
Metro, please listen.  We want peace and security in our homes – no more vague reassurances from LA ART.  Stop 
the gondola project now. 
  



From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 11:13 AM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: 9/15 Metro Exec Management - Gondola Public Comment. 
 
I was waiting on the phone to provide public comment, but did not make the cutoff.  Here is my public 
comment: 
 
Hi my name is Tonya, and I'm a resident of LA and a volunteer with the StopTheGondola coalition.   
 
I'm firmly against this project. It's an impractical way to move thousands of people in and out of Dodger 
Stadium.  It just gives Frank McCourt a so-called transit stop on his property, so he can realize his 
dreams of a mega-development. 
 
Here's just a few of the things I've heard while petition gathering: 
1.  Folks don't trust Frank McCourt, and there's no way he's using his own money.   
2.  By transferring this project to a nonprofit, it looks like he's figured out how to not pay for it.  But It's 
still his project.  
3. For over 2 years, LA ART claimed this would be 100% privately financed and gathered signatures off of 
that promise.  What happens to that so-called support now? 
4. After 4 years of being cagey around ticket prices, they suddenly can make tickets free for people 
attending Dodger games, but they haven't explained how or where the money is coming from. 
 
There are too many unanswered questions. The lack of information this far into the environmental 
review is a real tragedy. 
 
Also the air space above the historic park is sacred and a bird migration path, is this not important? 
 
Please stop this ill-conceived project. 
 
Thank you. 

 
Sent from my iPhone 
  

mailto:BoardClerk@metro.net


From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 12:13 PM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: Gondola 
 
Hello , 
 
I am a resident of Chinatown near the proposed Broadway junction.  
 
Best Regards, 

 
  

mailto:BoardClerk@metro.net


From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 12:17 PM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: Agenda Item 21 LA ART Gondola Public Comment 
 
Hello, 
I called in for public comment during this morning's board meeting, but did not make the 10:40 cut off. 
My name is Elise Dang and my family owns a small business in Chinatown. I am also the manager of the 
LA River Farmers' Market and an organizer with Chinatown Community for Equitable Development.  
 
I have many concerns about LA ART's proposed gondola project. I was upset to hear many board 
members in today's meeting minimize the impacts of gentrification in Chinatown and Northeast LA, 
especially Mayor Garcetti's comment basically saying since the city had already contributed to 
gentrification in Chinatown by building the Goldline Station without protections for tenants and 
affordable housing, what's the harm in furthering gentrification with the gondola. Chinatown and NELA 
residents are continuing to be priced out of their homes leading to mass displacement and a quickly 
growing number of unhoused tenants in Chinatown. Will there be any protections for tenants whose 
landlords will be increasing their rents when the gondola is built? I am not hopeful there will be any 
protection for tenants with affordable housing covenants expiring all throughout LA City and the 
discontinuation of the COVID-19 eviction moratorium at the end of this year. Additionally, the gondola 
will not be serving the majority low-income population of the Chinatown/NELA area who cannot 
regularly afford to go to Dodger's games. The gondola is clearly made to only serve wealthier Angelenos 
and tourists.  
 
Lastly, the Chinatown stop for the gondola is proposed to sit right on top of the LA River Farmers' 
Market. In addition to spoiling the landscape Chinatown and NELA residents had fought for at LA State 
Historic Park, the gondola will be displacing one of the few sources for fresh produce and groceries in 
the neighborhood. Chinatown is a food desert that has been without a full-service grocery for 3 years 
now. Though street vendors and mini marts are able to provide some access to fresh produce, many of 
them do not accept EBT which is utilized by many low-income residents in the area. The farmers' market 
is not only one of the few places where EBT is accepted in Chinatown, but also the only place that 
provides an additional incentive for EBT users. The farmers' market currently provides a free additional 
$15 to EBT customers every week to allow for their EBT to go further. Displacing the market and 
preventing EBT incentives from being distributed in the community is just another way the proposed 
gondola project will disproportionately impact low-income residents in the area.  
 
A majority of what I heard from board members and the presenter was rather dismissive of the 
concerns of low-income residents in Chinatown and NELA. As the second poorest neighborhood in LA 
City, I believe the focus of the gondola's impact study must concern the multitude of ways low-income 
residents will be affected by its construction. Additionally, I believe the public hearings need to include 
an option for Chinese, Vietnamese, and Khmer speakers to give input as 60% of Chinatown residents 
speak one of these three languages and it is extremely unjust to not consider their concerns as well. As a 
stakeholder in this community, I will not allow for the construction of the gondola unless it is coupled 
with community centered development and protections put in place for low-income tenants. In a 
neighborhood that has been without a grocery store, hospital, laundromat, and many other essential 
business for years, aerial transit should not be the priority. 
 
Thank you,  



From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 12:28 PM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: Metro Board Mtg, 9.15.22, Agenda Item #21, LAART-Gondola AGAINST 
 
Metro Board Mtg, 9.15.22, Agenda Item #21, LAART-Gondola AGAINST 
 

Dear Metro Directors, 
My name is  Executive Director of LA River State Park 
Partners, the nonprofit support organization for LA State Historic Park. 

 
Our organization builds upon the decades long, hard fought grassroots 
efforts that led to the creation of the park. In solidarity, we thus now oppose 
the intended use of the park’s land, airways, and viewsheds for the private 
gondola enterprise. The gondola’s massive structures would alter significant 
portions of the park’s southern and middle sections and their mature native 
landscapes, as well affect the peaceful, quiet, open skies of the entire park. 
Siting the gondola within the park would severely impact this vital respite of 
health and wellness for the historically underserved and park poor 
surrounding communities. 

 
I’m not here to comment on the wisdom of the gondola enterprise, but simply 
to insist that taxpayer funded, public park land not be commandeered for 
its use. I also ask the Board to ensure that future gondola planning is more 
transparent and responsive to the community, given the significant public 
interest and public resources at stake. 

 
Thank you. 

 
--  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
  



From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 3:45 PM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: Item #2022-0316 AGAINST LA-ART (Gondola) 
 
Hello, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit additional written public comment against Frank McCourt's 
Gondola Project (Item #2022-0316).  
 
My name is Monica, and I’m with Ground Game LA. Metro is supposed to support projects that help our 
communities, not harm them. Frank McCourt and his company have already shown the community they 
can’t be trusted. The community engagement and public comment on this project is a sham. Our 
community has requested information about the project’s safety, long-term costs, and details on who 
will pay for repairs and ongoing maintenance. He won’t give us any information unless we sign a non-
disclosure agreement. We deserve answers.  
 
I live on Scott Ave at Glendale Blvd, so I know the traffic issues etc. that arise around the stadium. 
Safety, cost, privacy, traffic and gentrification are all very real concerns for me. But, this is our home, our 
neighborhood we’re talking about. We’re not willing to let a billionaire impose his pet project on us just 
to make a profit. Frank McCourt hasn’t given us proof that the gondola will actually reduce traffic and 
improve air quality. We have seen no scientific evidence to back up his claim that the gondola will 
reduce trips to the stadium. As LA ART’s own traffic study shows, it’s more likely that traffic will simply 
be relocated to other neighborhoods like Chinatown.  
 
Hasn’t LA had enough of Frank McCourt’s schemes? Frankly, no one asked for this project and the 
community doesn’t want it. The gondola is a pet project of Frank McCourt to the benefit of Frank 
McCourt, not the community. 
 
Best, 

 
 
Stay Housed LA Coalition 
Ground Game--Los Angeles 
monica@groundgamela.org 
 
  

mailto:monica@groundgamela.org


From:   
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2022 4:26 PM 
To: Board Clerk <BoardClerk@metro.net> 
Subject: Item #2022-0316 AGAINST LA-ART (Gondola) 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit additional written public comment against Frank McCourt's 
Gondola Project (Item #2022-0316). I’m with Ground Game LA. Metro is supposed to support projects 
that help our communities, not harm them. Frank McCourt and his company have already shown the 
community they can’t be trusted. The community engagement and public comment on this project is a 
sham. Our community has requested information about the project’s safety, long-term costs, and details 
on who will pay for repairs and ongoing maintenance. He won’t give us any information unless we sign a 
non-disclosure agreement. We deserve answers. Safety, cost, privacy, traffic and gentrification are all 
very real concerns for us. This is our home, our neighborhood we’re talking about. We’re not willing to 
let a billionaire impose his pet project on us just to make a profit. Frank McCourt hasn’t given us proof 
that the gondola will actually reduce traffic and improve air quality. We have seen no scientific evidence 
to back up his claim that the gondola will reduce trips to the stadium. As LA ART’s own traffic study 
shows, it’s more likely that traffic will simply be relocated to Chinatown and surrounding 
neighborhoods. Hasn’t LA had enough of Frank McCourt’s schemes? Frankly, no one asked for this 
project and the community doesn’t want it. The gondola is a pet project of Frank McCourt to the benefit 
of Frank McCourt, not the community. 
 
Thank you, 

 
 



 

September 21, 2022 
 
 
 
Via Electronic Mail 
Ara Najarian, Chair 
anajarian@glendaleca.gov  
 
Clerk of the Board 
BoardClerk@metro.net 
 

Re: Items #48 & #49 I-710 South Corridor Task Force and Pre-Investment Plan 
Opportunity Motion- GENERAL COMMENT 

 
Dear Chair Solis and Members of the Board: 
 
On behalf of the undersigned members of the Coalition for Environmental Health & Justice 
(“CEHAJ”), we write to share our concerns regarding the process used for selecting the Pre-
Investment Plan Opportunity (“PIPO”) projects before you, as well as the development of the 
Vision and Guiding Principles presented in Item #48. We also offer recommendations for 
improving the Task Force, Community Leadership Committee (CLC), and Working Groups as 
Metro moves forward with developing a comprehensive strategy for the Long Beach-East LA 
Corridor Mobility Investment Plan.  
 
Metro Staff has recommended four projects for your endorsement. These include: 1) Huntington 
Park Safe Routes for Seniors and Students; 2) I-710 Integrated Corridor Management (ICM); 3) 
Southeast LA Transit Improvement Program; and 4) Humphreys Avenue Bike/Pedestrian Crossing 
over I-710 in East LA. It’s worth noting that three out of these four projects were not presented as 
part of the most recent PIPO list provided to the CLC and the Task Force for consideration in 
August. While we do not oppose these initiatives, we unfortunately lack sufficient information 
about these projects to support them. This lack of transparency is just one of the many concerns 
about the Task Force process that we outlined in our August 8, 2022 letter to Metro and Caltrans 
staff which is currently in the Board Materials for Item #48. 
 
Given the decisions now being made concerning Metro’s endorsement and funding of I-710-
related projects, we feel compelled to reiterate some of the concerns we have with the way the 
Task Force and CLC are proceeding. We offer the following observations and recommendations 
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in the hopes that our concerns might be addressed as investment plans are developed moving 
forward.  
 

• Community-Centered Project must be the Focus of Future planning 
 
 
We caution against Metro’s endorsement of projects that offer none of the guarantees against 
displacement of residents and small businesses along the I-710 corridor or that otherwise deviate 
from community-centered principles that aim to deliver direct benefits to corridor residents. While 
we are not opposed to the four recommendations before you, there are several projects on the 
broader PIPO list that deviate from the equity principles and community-repair work agreed to by 
the Task Force. Some PIPO projects, for example, focus squarely on accommodating industry 
needs, either at the ports or elsewhere, along the corridor. And while these projects could serve an 
important economic role regionally, they are not delivering the types of direct benefits that several 
community groups have been demanding for decades. These projects are also likely to proceed 
independently and do not require Metro’s endorsement.  
 
Our coalition has consistently called for equity-centered projects and commitments to the 
following: community-driven zero-emissions investments; mobility investments in the form of 
city-level projects that deliver long overdue improvements for local residents; targeted and local 
hire as well as workforce development commitments for projects funded or supported through 
Metro initiatives; and illness prevention initiatives that target the removal of air pollution and 
promote the health and well-being of local community members.  
 
Metro has an opportunity to use its leverage to support projects that will improve the lives of 
corridor residents at the ground level. The projects staff is recommending may very well serve that 
purpose, but more should be done to ensure that community voices have an adequate opportunity 
to weigh in and fully understand the details of a proposed project. 
 
Metro also has a potentially helpful tool to ensure greater community engagement through its 
Equity Planning & Evaluation Tool (EPET).  The EPET could help participants of the CLC and 
the Taskforce more adequately engage with decisions being made on projects and discern which 
projects have the greatest potential to advance equity and meet community goals. We have 
observed, however, that these tools are not deployed to their fullest potential during discussions of 
the PIPO projects. We ask that Metro recommit to using this tool in all future investment planning 
and decision making.  
 

• Metro Must Recommit to Not Support Projects that Will Cause the Displacement of 
Residents or Small Businesses 

 
This Board already made a commitment to ensure that 710 projects will not cause displacement 
and the Task Force similarly committed to no displacement by the ZE Truck Program. However, 
of the long list of PIPO projects submitted, there does not appear to be the same unequivocal 
guarantee from the project proponents. More specifically, there is no guarantee that the separate 
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municipalities, government agencies, or other sponsoring organizations will honor the same 
promise not to pursue projects that could displace residents and small businesses along the I-710. 
Moving forward, Metro should establish explicit anti-displacement commitments from project 
proponents before offering endorsements or funding.  
 
It is important to highlight that the Motion by Directors Dutra, Solis and Hahn, currently before 
the Board as Item #49, does not specify whether the Board will be endorsing and potentially 
funding any project on the PIPO list or whether it is only calling for endorsement of the four 
specific projects listed in the staff’s recommendations.  Because of the potential that some of the 
35 projects on the PIPO list could lead to displacement along the I-710, the motion should be 
clarified to limit Board’s approval to only those four recommended by staff. Moreover, before a 
vote is taken, staff should be asked to confirm whether the four projects recommended were 
already vetted for possible displacement outcomes. 
 

• Metro Should Require Applicants Seeking its Endorsement to Provide Greater 
Details about the Potential Impacts of any Project along the I-710 

 
If Metro is unable to conduct its own analysis on the impact of proposed projects within the I-710 
South Corridor, then project proponents should be asked to provide more information on project 
specifics and potential impacts. The CLC and CEHAJ have repeatedly asked for greater clarity 
concerning potential impact of projects that are goods movement oriented. Unfortunately, this 
information was not made available by applicants in their project descriptions—thus not allowing 
for thorough consideration of these projects. This information is vital to maintaining transparency 
and giving community groups a fair opportunity to weigh in on important decisions affecting their 
neighborhoods. 
 
Metro should ask for applicants to share as much information as possible about a project, including: 
existing studies done about the project impacts, community engagement plans, environmental 
review documents, fact sheets, and any information that highlight what potential impacts are still 
being investigated. This will allow community groups to assess a project more meaningfully. 
 

• Metro Should Center the Concerns of the CLC when deciding which future projects 
to endorse 

 
As we pointed out in our August 8 letter, the CLC was not provided with enough information about 
the PIPO projects to make a meaningful decision about the list of proposals.  Often the 
presentations were done quickly and without adequate time for community members to process 
the information that was provided, engage in discussion, or have questions answered. Often, when 
questions were asked by CLC members, these questions went unanswered.  
 
CEHAJ called for staff to pause the PIPO nomination process until these information gaps were 
resolved to allow the CLC to fully weigh in on projects being proposed. Instead, staff decided to 
present the list to the Board and ask for endorsement of four projects that were not fully considered 
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at the CLC.  It’s worth noting here that none of the projects on the PIPO list were actually voted 
on or endorsed by either the full CLC or the Task Force. 
 
Moving forward, the CLC’s input must be prioritized as Metro develops the next phase of the Long 
Beach-East LA Corridor Mobility Investment Plan. The CLC is comprised of members of the very 
communities that will be most impacted by these projects. Providing them with the information 
needed to make informed decisions will be vital to maintaining the equity principles the Task Force 
and Metro have espoused as part of this process. More importantly, the CLC’s input should not 
only be documented, but incorporated into future proposals and decisions that will influence 
Metro’s future role along the corridor.  
 

*** 
 
Metro defines equity as “both an outcome and a process to address racial, socio-economic and 
gender disparities, to ensure fair and just access- with respect to where one begins and the capacity 
to improve from that starting point- to opportunities, including jobs, housing, education, mobility 
options, and healthier communities.”  Everything about this declaration from Metro’s equity 
webpage reinforces the urgent need to prioritize community-centered solutions before any other 
priority or request is considered. Only by centering equity in its decision-making can Metro begin 
to repair the harmful legacy that past policies have foisted upon the residents and communities 
along the corridor. This is the very reason why our coalition has held steadfast in asking for 
community-centered projects that bring immediate and tangible benefits to corridor residents who 
have long suffered the burdens of freight impacts from the 710 and resisted the efforts by some to 
divert focus towards regional economic considerations.  
 
The residents along the I-710 South Corridor have lived through the shameful history of being told 
by those in power to ‘sacrifice’ for the economic good of the region. This dynamic has played out 
for decades—often fueled by land use and planning decisions rooted with racist underpinnings that 
painted these communities as “sacrifice zones”. Fortunately, Metro has a real opportunity to do 
something different this time around by endorsing strategies that will put community needs at the 
center of the Long Beach-East LA Corridor Mobility Investment Plan. We are hopeful that Metro 
can redouble its commitment to the equity principles and genuinely turn to community participants 
as co-designers of the next phase of planning.  
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Fernando Gaytan 
Earthjustice 
On behalf of the members of CEHAJ 
 
cc: 1st Vice Chair Jacquelyn Dupont-Walker (jacksonm@metro.net) 
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 2nd Vice Chair Janice Hahn (FourthDistrict@bos.lacounty.gov)  
 Supervisor Hilda Solis (firstdistrict@bos.lacounty.gov) 
 Mayor Eric Garcetti (mayor.garcetti@lacity.org) 
 Supervisor Sheila Kuehl (sheila@bos.lacounty.gov) 
 Supervisor Kathryn Barger (Kathryn@bos.lacounty.gov) 
 Councilmember Mike Bonin (mike.bonin@lacity.org) 
 Councilmember Paul Krekorian (councilmember.krekorian@lacity.org)  
 Mayor James Butts (mayor@cityofinglewood.org) 
 Supervisor Holly Mitchell (HollyJMitchell@bos.lacounty.gov)  
 Fernando Dutra (fdutra@cityofwhittier.org)  
 Tim Sandoval (tim_sandoval@ci.pomona.ca.us)  
 Director Gloria Roberts (gloria.roberts@dot.ca.gov) 
 Metro Board of Directors, CEO Stephanie Wiggins (swiggins@metro.net) 
 Metro Board Clerk (BoardClerk@metro.net) 
 



 September 21, 2022 

 Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
 One Gateway Plaza 
 Los Angeles, California 90012-2952 
 Via email to BoardClerk@metro.net 

 Re: Support for land banking at LA Metro 

 Dear Metro Board of Directors: 

 The Alliance for Community Transit - Los Angeles (ACT-LA) is an LA County-wide coalition of 
 42 community-focused organizations that strives to create just, equitable, and sustainable 
 transportation systems and neighborhoods, placing the interests of low income communities 
 and communities of color first as we create a more sustainable region. ACT-LA members 
 advocate for the preservation and creation of healthy, affordable housing options for working 
 class families and people who routinely ride public transit in LA. Many of ACT-LA’s community 
 members are among the 62% of Metro’s ridership earning less than $20,000 a year.  1  For these 
 residents and families, historical unjust policies have undercut the provision of both affordable 
 housing and dependable public transit, which are both necessities of living in LA. 

 ACT-LA appreciates Directors Solis, Najarian, Kuehl, and Mitchell for recently introducing 
 Metro’s land bank motion (  Motion 49 in June 2022  2  )  to improve affordable housing access for 
 low-income transit riders. This motion calls on Metro staff to pilot a land bank that would be a 
 major public benefit for LA County residents for generations to come. 

 ACT-LA supports Metro’s effort to secure public land for affordable housing along transit as the 
 Board of Supervisors is poised to do with public land along the LA River. This motion is an 
 important opportunity to implement  Metro’s Transit-Oriented Communities (TOC) policy  3  , which 
 the Board adopted in 2018. In the TOC Policy, Metro recognized the major impacts - both 
 positive and negative - its Measure M investments continue to have on communities and 
 committed to pursue multiple strategies to decrease displacement and maximize affordable 
 housing along its transit routes. Land banking along transit can enable a strategic partnership 

 3  https://www.dropbox.com/s/i1s1e84axj0xaih/2018-Transit-Oriented-Communities-Policy.pdf?dl=0 
 2  https://boardagendas.metro.net/board-report/2022-0422/ 

 1  Metro 2019 Onboard Customer Satisfaction Survey; and LA Times: 
 https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-09-12/amid-blistering-heat-bus-riders-wait-in-search-of-sha 
 de 
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 between Metro and city leaders to develop affordable housing in ways that both advance local 
 land use priorities and bolster transit ridership. 

 Land banking can strengthen governments collective leverage to deliver affordable housing 
 solutions and protect the common good.  It is also an important strategy to confront widespread 
 land speculation by companies in the private sector that actively and routinely buy and hold onto 
 land along public infrastructure investments, including public transit projects. When private 
 companies buy and hold onto land along public infrastructure projects, they deny both 
 governments and nonprofits the opportunity to maximize the positive, collective impact of public 
 investments in transit, parks, affordable housing, and other infrastructure. Nonprofit affordable 
 housing developers have the mission and expertise to build affordable housing for people 
 earning little to no income. With land banking, nonprofit affordable housing developers can work 
 in tandem with governments, including LA Metro, to ensure everyone in LA benefits from the 
 public’s investment in the LA transit system. 

 The land banking pilot and program created by Metro’s land bank motion (Motion 49) catalyzes 
 equitable land development that preserves affordable housing, produces affordable housing 
 next to transit, and prevents resident (and transit rider) displacement. LA County needs regional 
 solutions including land banks to meaningfully address our region’s lack of affordable housing, a 
 vexing issue widely felt by residents in every city and neighborhood throughout the LA region. 

 We urge Metro’s Board of Directors to support land banking at Metro and also to ensure that 
 Metro staff’s forthcoming land bank proposal accounts for the goals in  Metro’s TOC 
 Implementation Plan  4  , previously adopted in June 2021. 

 Sincerely, 

 Alliance for Community Transit - Los Angeles 

 CC: 
 ●  Metro CEO Stephanie Wiggins 

 4  https://media.metro.net/2020/Metro-TOC-Implementation-Plan-Final.pdf 
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